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Abstract
The Timed Interval Calculus, a timed-trace formalism based on set theory, is introduced.
It is extended with an induction law and a unit for concatenation, which facilitates the proof
of properties over trace histories. The e/ectiveness of the extended Timed Interval Calculus is
demonstrated via a benchmark case study, the mine pump. Speci1cally, a safety property relating
to the operation of a mine shaft is proved, based on an implementation of the mine pump and
assumptions about the environment of the mine.
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1. Introduction
One successful approach to modelling real-time systems has been via the represen-
tation of physical variables as functions which vary over time. Examples include the
Duration Calculus (DC) [13,14], the Temporal Agent Model [12] and, more recently,
Temporal Algebra [6] and the Timed Interval Calculus (TIC) [3]. These languages
are used to express and reason about dynamic properties of systems. They and their
predecessors [1,9] showed how concatenation of time intervals can form the basis of
an e/ective real-time modelling and reasoning capability. DC has had many extensions,
while TIC has previously been extended to allow the speci1cation of, and reasoning
about, time intervals that are maximal with respect to a system property that holds on
them [4].
TIC and DC di/er in that TIC is founded in set theory, while DC is logic-based.
In addition, DC does not distinguish between predicates which are the same “almost
everywhere”, whereas in TIC, predicates are distinguished even if they are di/erent
at only one point in time. It is sometimes useful to be able to make the distinction.
Consider, for example, a predicate which states that the water level in a mine is always
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below a certain level. TIC will distinguish between that level being reached at a local
maximum, i.e. at a single point in time, and that level never being reached, with the
predicate being false in the former case and true in the latter. On the other hand, DC
will not distinguish between the two situations, with the predicate being true in both
cases.
One extension of DC, the Mean Value Calculus [16], permits reasoning about state
transitions and values at particular points by considering mean values over intervals.
Another extension of DC, the Extended Duration Calculus [15], allows reasoning with
limit values.
Section 2 presents the syntax and semantics of the Timed Interval Calculus. TIC
is extended with a unit for concatenation and temporal operators (“always”) and
 (“sometime”). In addition, transformation laws for the Calculus are presented, in
particular a new induction law which facilitates reasoning over trace histories.
Section 3 discusses the speci1cation and veri1cation of the mine pump case study
[2,7] in the TIC. This case study is suAciently complex to render the veri1cation of
its safety properties a challenge, and is therefore seen as a benchmark case study. We
provide a complete formal proof and motivate the proof strategy wherever possible,
so that the reader might gain an intuition about how to approach such a proof in an
analogous situation.
Liu [7] has also provided a speci1cation and veri1cation of the mine pump using
the Duration Calculus. That approach assumes that the mine pump has the capacity to
reduce the water level in the mine below danger within a 1xed time period regardless
of how high the water level is initially. Thus, it is not necessary to specify an initial
condition and induction over trace histories is not required. As a result, the proof
is greatly simpli1ed. Our analogous constraint, condition 11, is weaker (and more
realistic) in that it only assumes a minimum rate of water outDow once the pump has
been switched on. Another previous approach [8] to the mine pump example contains
only informal proofs and stipulates stricter conditions for the pump, so that there are
no delays between detection of high water levels and low methane, and no Dags.
Conclusions about the practicality of a formal proof are drawn in Section 4.
2. Notation and laws for timed-trace predicates
The Timed Interval Calculus is a simple set-theoretic notation for concisely express-
ing properties of time intervals [3]. We present the existing foundations, the extensions
and transformation laws.
2.1. Time
Let the time domain T be the real numbers R. Time intervals will be speci1ed as
real intervals: for a; z :T with a¡z, the left-open, right-closed interval between a and
z is
(a : : : z] =̂ {t : T | a ¡ t 6 z}:
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Similarly for left and right-open (a : : : z), left and right-closed [a : : : z], and left-closed,
right-open [a : : : z) endpoint brackets. For left and right-closed intervals, we also allow
a= z, so that a single point is a special case. However, the empty set is not an interval.
The set I is the set of all (1nite) non-empty time intervals just de1ned.
We reason about real-time systems by considering predicates on variables which vary
with time. Thus, variables have the form v :T→V . For example, H2O :T→R might
represent the water level in a mine shaft. So the property that the water level is greater
than some danger level DangerH2O at time t is expressed by H2O(t)¿DangerH2O.
Since DangerH2O is a constant, it may be considered as a constant function over time,
so the property may be expressed as H2O(t)¿DangerH2O(t), or (H2O¿DangerH2O)
(t). Therefore, the property that the water level is greater than the danger level is a
function, the truth value of which varies over time: H2O¿DangerH2O :T→B. Thus,
predicates can be considered to be functions of type T→B.
2.2. Sets of time intervals
We now introduce the set of all time intervals during which some predicate is true
everywhere [3,8], which will be used to reason about real-time systems. To increase the
expressiveness of the reasoning, we permit the speci1cation of features of the intervals
themselves, speci1cally their in1mum , supremum !, and length =!− . Thus, we
allow free occurences of  and ! (and therefore ) in predicates. For instance, the
property that the water level in a mine shaft is greater than the danger level for a
period of at least one time unit is expressed by
H2O ¿ DangerH2O ∧ ¿ 1:
Sets of time intervals are expressed by special brackets as follows.
Denition 1 (Sets of time intervals). For a predicate P :T→B, we de1ne the left-
open, right-closed intervals where P holds as
(-P-] =̂ {( : : : !] | ; ! : T ∧  ¡ ! ∧ ∀t : ( : : : !] P(t)}:
The abbreviation  =̂!− is often made. De1ned similarly are the left and right-open
(-P-), the left-closed, right-open [-P-), and, with the condition 6! instead of ¡!, the
left and right-closed [-P-] brackets. De1ne right-open intervals
[(-P-) =̂ [-P-) ∪ (-P-);
similarly, for sets of right-closed [(-P-], left-open (-P-)], and left-closed [-P-)] intervals.
De1ne
[(-P-)] =̂ (-P-) ∪ [-P-] ∪ (-P-] ∪ [-P-):
Subsequently, we will state examples and laws using particular brackets, but in many
cases there are analogous results with di/erent bracketing which we omit for brevity.
When predicate P contains free occurrences of  and !, these are bound in (-P-].
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For example,
(-H2O ¿ DangerH2O ∧ ¿ 1-)
= {( : : : !) | ; ! : T ∧ !− ¿ 1 ∧ ∀t : ( : : : !) H2O(t) ¿ DangerH2O}
is the set of all open intervals of length at least one, during which the water level is
above the danger mark.
While the empty set is not a time interval, we will see shortly that it is useful to
reason with. It will be so useful, in fact, that we make two special de1nitions:
1 =̂ {∅};
IX =̂ X ∪ 1;
where X :PI, and P denotes the powerset operator.
2.3. The concatenation operator
Since properties are expressed as sets of time intervals, conventional set operators
can be used for manipulating them. However, it is often useful to connect intervals end-
to-end, in order to reason about sequences of behaviours. In the Duration Calculus, this
is achieved by the chop operator, denoted by ˙ [5,13] or ; [7,10]. We use a similar
operator, called concatenation and denoted by ; [3]. However, unlike previously, we
allow concatenation with the set {∅}.
Denition 2 (Concatenation). Let X; Y :PI∪{1}. Then
X ;Y =̂ {x ∪ y | x : X ∧ y : Y ∧ x ∪ y : II∧∀t1 : x ∀t2 : y t1¡t2}:
Thus, X ;Y :PI∪{1}. If X; Y :PI, then an interval x :X can be joined to an interval
y :Y to form a new interval x∪y, if x occurs strictly before y, and the two intervals
meet exactly with no overlap or gap. If there are no such intervals, then X ;Y = ∅; in
any case, X ;Y :PI. If X :PI, then X ; 1= 1 ;X =X , and 1 ; 1= 1. Thus, 1 is the unit
of concatenation in PI∪{1}.
It is useful to be able to express the condition that a property P holds somewhere in
a given interval. In the Duration Calculus, the property that P holds on a subinterval of
a given interval is expressed by ✸P, de1ned to be true˙ P˙ true [13]. Observe
that concatenation with respect to two non-empty intervals returns an interval which
is not a point. Therefore, [(-true-)] ; [(-P-)] ; [(-true-)] does not express the property that “P
holds somewhere” in the case where the interval is a point. In addition, it excludes the
possibility that P holds only at the left or right endpoint of an interval. Thus, rather
than making the de1nition
[(-P-)] =̂ ([(-true-)] ; [(-P-)] ; [(-true-)]) ∪ ([(-true-)] ; [(-P-)])∪ ([(-P-)] ; [(-true-)])∪ [(-P-)];
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which would include all possibilities, it is more convenient to make the equivalent but
more succinct de1nition
[(-P-)] =̂ [(-true-)] ; [(-P-)] ; [(-true-)]:
We also de1ne [(-✷P-)] =̂ I\[(-✸¬P-)].
Note that [(-✷P-)] is not necessarily the same as [(-P-)]: while [(-=1-)] is the set of all
intervals of length one, [(-✷=1-)] is the empty set, as every interval has a subinterval
of length less than one. However, [(-✷P-)]= [(-P-)] if whenever P holds on an interval,
then it holds on every subinterval also [13].
We illustrate concatenation with the following example. Suppose that if the water
level in a mine has been above the danger level for at least Delay time units, then the
mine pump must be switched on. This is expressed by
[(-H2O ¿ DangerH2O ∧ ¿ Delay-)] ⊆ [(-true-)] ; [(-Pump = On-)]:
Note that the unspeci1ed brackets permit the join to be either open-closed or closed-
open concatenation.
2.4. Laws
In Fig. 1 we present a selection of laws applicable to reasoning about the above
speci1cation notation, in addition to the usual laws of set theory. Law 13 is analogous
to the Induction Law in the Duration Calculus, but has an added condition, namely
that no occurrences of negation or the complement of X are allowed. The di/erence
results from the fact that endpoints of intervals are 1xed in DC, with the result that
there is an upper bound on the number of alternations of P and ¬P in the interval.
On the other hand, endpoints are arbitrary in TIC, so there is no upper bound on the
number of alternations. The necessity of the extra condition is shown by the following
example: H (X ) =̂¬(II⊆X ) satis1es all conditions in Law 13 except that it contains
negation, and fails the conclusion. The law is proved in Appendix A.
Laws 14–18 are new, with proofs in Appendix B, while the others are analogous
to laws in the Duration Calculus [5,11]. In Fig. 1, P and Q are predicates that may
contain, unless otherwise stated, free occurrences of , ! and . Also, S, S ′, T , T ′
and U have type PI∪{1} unless otherwise stated.
The induction law on trace histories, Law 14, will form the basis of the proof in
the mine pump case study. The induction law on interval lengths, Law 13, will not be
used in the mine pump case study. The main di/erence between the two laws is that
instead of the induction being over intervals with arbitrary starting point, the intervals
have starting point ¡0 since [(-!¡0⇒ ¡0-)]= [(-true-)].
Law 15 will be important in the mine pump example, where {I} will represent an ar-
bitrary history of the property S ⊆T which we wish to prove. This arbitrary history will
be constructed by induction (Law 14). Note that the law would not hold if we replace
{I} by an arbitrary set U ⊆ [(-¡r-)]: for example, [(-¡0-)] ; [(-=1∧!=3-)]⊆ [(-¡0-)] ; [(-
=2∧!=3-)] because both sides equal [(-¡0∧!=3-)], but [(-=1∧!=3-)]* [(-=2∧
!=3-)].
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Law 1 (Monotonicity) If for all t : ( : : : !] P(t)⇒ Q(t), then (-P-]⊆ (-Q-].
Law 2 (True and false) [(-true-)] = I and [(-false-)] = ∅.
Law 3 (And) [(-P-)]∩ [(-Q-)]= [(-P ∧ Q-)].
Law 4 (Or) [(-P-)]∪ [(-Q-)]⊆ [(-P ∨ Q-)].
Law 5 (Not) [(-¬P-)]⊆ I \ [(-P-)].
Law 6 (Concatenation monotonicity) If S ⊆ S ′ and T ⊆ T ′ , then S ; T ⊆ S ′ ;T ′.
Law 7 (Concatenation associativity) (S ; T ) ; U = S ; (T ; U ).
Law 8 (Concatenation zero and unit) S ; ∅= ∅ ; S = ∅ and S ; 1= 1 ; S = S.
Law 9 (Concatenate union) (S ∪T ) ; U =(S ; U )∪ (T ; U ) and S ; (T ∪U )= (S ;
T )∪ (S ; U ).
Law 10 (Concatenate intersection) (S ∩T ) ; U ⊆ (S ; U )∩ (T ; U ) and U ; (S ∩T )
⊆(U ; S)∩(U ; T). Also, [(-P∩Q-)] ; U=([(-P-)] ; U)∩([(-Q-)] ; U) if ! and  are not free in
P and Q, while U ; [(-P∧Q-)]=(U ; [(-P-)])∩(U ; [(-Q-)]) if  and  are not free in P and Q.
Law 11 (Concatenate property) If , ! and  do not occur free in P, then
[(-P ∧ ¿0-)]= [(-P-)] ; [(-P-)] :
Law 12 (Always) If , ! and  are not free in P, then [(-✷P-)]= [(-P-)].
Law 13 (Induction on Lengths) Let H (X ) be a formula containing X :PI ∪ {1}, but
no occurrence of negation or the complement of X. If P is nitely variable and
• H (1) and
• H (X )⇒ H (X ∪ (X ; [(-P-)]) ∪ (X ; [(-¬P-)])),
then H (I).
Law 14 (Induction on Histories) Let H (X ) be a formula containing X :PI, but no
occurrence of negation or the complement of X. If P is nitely variable and
• H ([(-!¡0-)]) and
• H (X )⇒ H (X ∪ (X ; [(-P-)])∪ (X ; [(-¬P-)]))
then H ([(-¡0-)]).
Law 15 (Ignore Prex) Suppose that there exists r :T such that for all I : [(-¡r-)],
{I} ; S ⊆{I} ;T . Then S ⊆T .
Law 16 (Distribute Intersection) If , ! and  are not free in P and S; T :PI, then
[(-P-)]∩ (S ;T )= ([(-P-)]∩ S) ; ([(-P-)]∩T ).
Law 17 (Endpoints) If , ! and  are not free in P and Q, and if P or Q is nitely
variable, then
[(-P ∨ Q-)]= [(-P ∨ Q-)] ; ([(-P-)] ∪ [(-Q-)])= ([(-P-)] ∪ [(-Q-)]) ; [(-P ∨ Q-)].
Law 18 (Implicit Duration) If , ! and  are not free in P and Q, then [(-P ∧
¿r-)]⊆ [(-true-)] ; [(-Q-)]⇔ [(-P ∧ ¿r-)] ⊆ [(-6r-)] ; [(-Q-)].
Fig. 1. Laws for manipulating timed traces.
The 1nite variability property constrains how rapidly a predicate P alternates with
¬P, allowing only a 1nite number of alternations between P and ¬P in any interval.
Formally, de1ne
X0 =̂ 1
Xi+1 =̂ Xi ∪ (Xi ; [(-P-)])∪ (Xi ; [(-¬P-)]):
Then P is nitely variable if II=
⋃
i∈N Xi.
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3. Application: a mine pump
Consider the case of a mine [2], where miners work in a con1ned space and there is
danger of mine collapse, Dooding and the accumulation of gases. Here, the operation
of the mine is considered only as it relates to the level of water in the mine. A pump
operates to remove water from the mine if the water reaches a certain level, but only if
the concentration of methane in the mine is suAciently low to permit the safe operation
of the pump: a high level of methane combined with a spark from the pump may result
in an explosion. Our aim will be to prove that the water level in the mine will not
be at a level which prevents mining too long or too often. This will be done using
the property that the level of methane is not high too long or too often, permitting the
timely operation of the mine pump.
3.1. Specication: the environment
The levels of water and methane in the mine are represented by the continuous
functions H2O :T→R and CH4 :T→R, respectively. Subsequently, we will use the
following property of continuity: if P :T→R is continuous, then [(-¿0-)]= [(-P(!)
= c-)] ; [(-P()= c-)].
The methane level below which the mine pump may be switched on safely, if
required, is HighCH4, and the water level above which it is desirable to switch the
mine pump on is HighH2O. We wish to prevent the water level from reaching
the dangerous level DangerH2O, where DangerH2O¿HighH2O, whenever possible.
We make the abbreviations
HCH4 =̂CH4 ¿ HighCH4;
HH2O =̂H2O ¿ HighH2O;
DH2O =̂H2O ¿ DangerH2O:
Note that DH2O⇒HH2O.
We need some assumptions on the environment, without which we cannot prove
the desired property. Speci1cally, these are the initial conditions of the system, the
constraints on the frequency and duration of high methane levels, and a constraint on
the rate of inDow of water into the mine. We require that initially, the water level
of the system is low. Otherwise, there may not be enough time for the pump to be
switched on before the water level becomes dangerous, so that the condition on the
frequency or the duration of dangerous water levels may be violated. We begin to
observe the system at time 0, so we stipulate that up to and including time 0, the
water level is low:
[(-!6 0-)] ⊆ [(-¬HH2O-)]: (1)
The rate of inDow of water into the mine is constrained to be at most MaxIn6ow:
I = [(-H2O(!)− H2O()6MaxIn6ow · -)]: (2)
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Fig. 2. A possible mine pump behaviour.
This will prevent the water from rising to the dangerous level too quickly, thus allowing
suAcient time for the pump to switch on. The top of Fig. 2 depicts a possible variation
of the water level, with this condition restricting the gradient of the water level. Note
that the condition allows for the possibility of the water level falling, even when
the mine pump is o/; this is reDected in the oscillation of the water level around
DangerH2O.
The duration and frequency of high methane levels directly determine when the
pump is prevented from being turned on, so the constraints on them must be speci1ed.
The methane level may not be high for more than E time units at once, while any two
periods of high methane levels must be separated by at least & time units:
[(-HCH4-)] ⊆ [(-6 E-)]; (3)
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[(-HCH4-)] ; [(-¬HCH4-)] ; [(-HCH4-)] ⊆ [(-¿ &-)]: (4)
Section 3.3 will place constraints on E and &.
3.2. Specication: the desired property
We will show that periods of dangerous water levels are either within one time
unit of each other, or they are far apart. In the former case, the water level may be
continually dangerous, or interspersed with times when the water level is not dangerous.
This reDects the possibility that the water level oscillates around the dangerous level
when the pump has not yet been switched on (see Fig. 2). Formally, the condition
which we wish to prove is
[(-DH2O-)] ; [(-¿ 1-)] ; [(-DH2O-)] ⊆ [(-¿ &− '− 1-)]; (5)
where ' (and &) will be constrained in Section 3.3. This condition literally states that
if two periods of dangerous water levels are separated by at least one time unit, then
they must be separated by at least &−'− 1 time units. Therefore in Fig. 2, less than
one time unit separates the time when the water level 1rst reaches DangerH2O and
the time the water level last drops below DangerH2O.
While the condition would be satis1ed by a long time period for which the water
level is continually dangerous, such a long time period will have a subperiod for which
the condition fails.
The proof of the condition will rely on an implementation of the mine pump which
ensures that the mine pump is switched on when the water level is high, but before
the water level has had time to rise to dangerous, provided that the methane level is
suAciently low to allow safe operation of the pump.
3.3. Implementation: the pump
The mine pump operates to remove water from the mine if the water reaches a high
level (HighH2O), but only if the level of methane in the mine is suAciently low to
permit the safe operation of the pump: a high level of methane combined with a spark
from the pump may result in an explosion.
The levels of water and methane are measured by sensors, and reaction-time delays
may occur between a high level occurring and the mine pump registering this high level.
High levels of water and methane have been registered when Dags H2OFlag :T→B
and CH4Flag :T→B, respectively, have been set. The delays are no more than
DelayH2O time units in the case of the water sensor and DelayCH4 time units in
the case of the methane sensor. These delay constraints are expressed in our notation
as
[(-HH2O ∧ ¿ DelayH2O-)] ⊆ [(-true-)] ; [(-H2OFlag-)]; (6)
[(-¬HCH4 ∧ ¿ DelayCH4-)] ⊆ [(-true-)] ; [(-¬CH4Flag-)]: (7)
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Thus, if the water level is high for at least DelayH2O time units, the Dag H2OFlag
must be set after at most DelayH2O time units. A similar consideration applies to the
methane level.
Once the appropriate Dags have been set for the operation of the mine pump, a
further delay may occur before the mine pump starts. This is expressed by
[(-H2OFlag ∧ ¬CH4Flag ∧ ¿ DelayPump-)]⊆ [(-true-)] ; [(-PumpOn-)]; (8)
where PumpOn :T→B holds if the mine pump is operating, and DelayPump is the
delay between the appropriate Dags being set and the mine pump being switched on.
Appendix C shows that conditions 6–8 can be combined to yield
[(-HH2O ∧ ¬HCH4 ∧ ¿'-)] ⊆ [(-6'-)] ; [(-PumpOn-)]; (9)
where
' =̂ max(DelayCH4;DelayH2O) +DelayPump:
We now state some constraints on the operation of the mine pump, which will facilitate
the proof later. We constrain the delay in the operation of the pump as
follows:
E + ' ¡
DangerH2O − HighH2O
MaxIn6ow
: (10)
Thus, the delay in the operation of the pump (resulting from high methane levels and
sensor delays) can be no higher than the minimum time taken for the water level to
rise from HighH2O to DangerH2O.
Once the mine pump has been switched on, the level of water in the mine de-
creases at a rate of at least MinOut6ow¿0; this is expressed in our notation as
follows:
[(-PumpOn-)] ⊆ [(-H2O(!)− H2O()6 −MinOut6ow · -)]: (11)
The constraint
E + ' ≤ 1
1 +MaxIn6ow=MinOut6ow
(12)
ensures that MinOut6ow is large enough to limit the period where the water level
is dangerous to one time unit, thereby compensating for both the maximum rate
MaxIn6ow of water and the delay E + ' in switching the mine pump on. The
constraint
& ¿ 1 + 2'+
DangerH2O − HighH2O
MinOut6ow
(13)
ensures that the gap & between dangerous methane concentrations is large enough to
compensate for the time required to reduce the water level from dangerous to low.
It is reasonable to constrain the mine pump’s operation so that it is switched o/ if
the water level is suAciently low or the methane level is high. Otherwise, the property
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that the water level is not too high too often could be satis1ed easily by leaving
the pump on permanently. This trivial solution can be ruled out (perhaps because the
pump might be damaged by running dry) by imposing conditions on the mine pump’s
operation:
[(-¬HH2O ∧ ≥DelayH2O-)] ⊆ [(-true-)] ; [(-¬H2OFlag-)];
[(-HCH4 ∧ ≥DelayCH4-)] ⊆ [(-true-)] ; [(-CH4Flag-)];
[(-(¬H2OFlag ∨ CH4Flag) ∧ ≥DelayPump-)]⊆ [(-true-)] ; [(-¬PumpOn-)]:
These conditions are analogous to conditions 6–8, except that they relate to the mine
pump being switched o/ rather than on. We will not use these conditions in our proof:
by ignoring them, we implicitly assume the worst case that the mine pump is o/ unless
conditions 6–8 result in the pump being on. This shows that there is no disadvantage
in underspeci1cation.
To assist understanding of the interaction of the conditions, it is worth returning to
Fig. 2, which depicts the worst case of a delay of E + 2' between the water level
reaching HighH2O and switching the mine pump on. From the time the water level
reaches HighH2O, the 1rst delay of ' is the reaction time for the pump to be switched
on (see condition 9). However, just before the mine pump is about to switch on, the
methane level becomes high, during which time the mine pump stays o/ (see previous
paragraph). The methane level can be high for up to E time units (see condition 3).
The 1nal delay of ' is the reaction time for the pump to be switched on after the
methane level becomes low (condition 9 again).
3.4. Proof: induction law
We show that conditions 1–4 on the environment and conditions 6–13 on the mine
pump imply the goal condition 5. The strategy in presenting the proof will be to show
that the goal condition follows from certain theorems and lemmas, and then prove the
theorems and lemmas from the conditions on the mine pump and the environment.
This allows greater insight into the proof strategy than proving the lemmas 1rst and
showing the goal condition subsequently.
A central step in the proof will be Lemma 6, which states that if the water level
reaches dangerous (i.e. DH2O becomes true), then the methane level must have been
high (i.e. HCH4 held) within ' units previously. Since the methane level cannot be
high too often (condition 4), the water level cannot be dangerous too often (the goal
condition).
An even more fundamental realisation, which we use to begin the proof, is that
before any period when the water level is dangerous (i.e. DH2O holds), there must
have been a period when the water level was low (i.e. ¬HH2O held). As a result,
the time taken for the water level to rise from low to dangerous gives the pump
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suAcient time to switch itself on and restrict the period of time when the water level
is dangerous. This suggests that a proof using induction on the history of the water
level is required.
Thus, it suAces to show that for all intervals I : [(-¡0-)],
{I} ; [(-DH2O-)] ; [(-¿ 1-)] ; [(-DH2O-)] ⊆ {I} ; [(-¿ &− '− 1-)] (14)
since then Law 15 can be applied to achieve the desired result. Law 14 is an induction
law on histories rather than interval lengths, so it seems to be a suitable law to use.
The most obvious induction hypothesis is
H (X ) =̂ ∀I : X • {I} ; [(-DH2O-)] ; [(-¿ 1-)] ; [(-DH2O-)]
⊆ {I} ; [(-¿ &− '− 1-)]
as then the conclusion of the induction law corresponds to condition 14.
However, it turns out that this proposed induction hypothesis is not strong enough,
and that it is necessary to incorporate the consideration that before any period when the
water level is dangerous, it must have been low previously. The strengthened induction
hypothesis is
H (X ) =̂ ∀I : X • {I} ; [(-DH2O-)] ; [(-¿ 1-)] ; [(-DH2O-)]
⊆ {I} ; [(-DH2O-)] ; [(-¿ &− '− 1-)] ; [(-DH2O-)]
∧ X ; [(-HH2O-)] ⊆ [(-true-)] ; [(-¬HH2O-)] ; [(-HH2O-)]:
Note that the 1rst conjunct of the induction hypothesis is stronger than the required
conclusion; this facilitates the proof of the induction step for the 1rst conjunct with
I :X ; [(-DH2O-)].
The application of the induction law on trace histories (Law 14) could use either
P =̂DH2O or P =̂¬HH2O, but we choose the latter as the resulting proof is slightly
simpler. The 1nite variability property necessary for the application of the induction
law does not follow from the speci1cation or from the continuity of H2O. However,
we assume the 1nite variability property here, as it seems like a reasonable property
to hold in the physical world, being a constraint on how rapidly the water level can
oscillate.
Note that high methane levels and high water levels do not necessarily coincide:
while a dangerous water level must be preceded by a high methane level, there
may or may not be overlap. Each case must be considered, and for this reason,
the proof is intrinsically non-trivial. However, motivation for the proof strategy will
be provided wherever possible, and steps are presented in detail for completeness.
The proof relies largely on the lemmas to be proven in the next section. The mono-
tonicity law (Law 6) is used so often that instances of its use will not be
mentioned.
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For the 1rst conjunct of the base step, with I : [(-!¡0-)],
{I} ; [(-DH2O-)] ; [(-¿1-)] ; [(-DH2O-)]
⊆ condition 1
[(-¬HH2O-)] ; [(-DH2O-)] ; [(-¿1-)] ; [(-DH2O-)]
= continuity of H2O (see Section 3.1)
∅
⊆
{I} ; [(-DH2O-)] ; [(-¿&− '− 1-)] ; [(-DH2O-)].
For the second conjunct of the base step,
[(-!¡0-)] ; [(-HH2O-)]
⊆ condition 1
[(-¬HH2O-)] ; [(-HH2O-)]
⊆ de1nition of 1 and Law 9
[(-true-)] ; [(-¬HH2O-)] ; [(-HH2O-)].
For the 1rst conjunct of the induction step, let
I : X ∪ (X ;[(-¬HH2O-)]) ∪ (X ;[(-HH2O-)]):
If I :X , then
{I} ; [(-DH2O-)] ; [(-¿ 1-)] ; [(-DH2O-)]
⊆ {I} ; [(-DH2O-)] ; [(-¿ &− '− 1-)] ; [(-DH2O-)]
follows immediately from the induction hypothesis. If I :X ; [(-¬HH2O-)], then there exist
I1 :X and I2 : [(-¬HH2O-)] such that {I}= {I1} ; {I2} and
{I} ; [(-DH2O-)] ; [(-¿1-)] ; [(-DH2O-)]
=
{I1} ; {I2} ; [(-DH2O-)] ; [(-¿1-)] ; [(-DH2O-)]
⊆ I2 : [(-¬HH2O-)]
{I1} ; [(-¬HH2O-)] ; [(-DH2O-)] ; [(-¿1-)] ; [(-DH2O-)]
= continuity of H2O
∅
⊆
{I} ; [(-DH2O-)] ; [(-¿&− '− 1-)] ; [(-DH2O-)].
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If I :X ; [(-HH2O-)], then from the second conjunct of the induction hypothesis, there
exists I1 : [(-true-)] and I2 : [(-¬HH2O-)] ; [(-HH2O-)] such that {I}= {I1} ; {I2} and
{I} ; [(-DH2O-)] ; [(-¿1-)] ; [(-DH2O-)]
=
{I1} ; {I2} ; [(-DH2O-)] ; [(-¿1-)] ; [(-DH2O-)]
⊆ Theorem 3 below
{I1} ; {I2} ; [(-DH2O-)] ; [(-¿&− '− 1-)] ; [(-DH2O-)]
=
{I} ; [(-DH2O-)] ; [(-¿&− '− 1-)] ; [(-DH2O-)].
The second conjunct of the induction step is shown by
(X ∪ (X ; [(-¬HH2O-)]) ∪ (X ; [(-HH2O-)])) ; [(-HH2O-)]
⊆ Laws 9 and 11
(X ; [(-HH2O-)]) ∪ (X ; [(-¬HH2O-)] ; [(-HH2O-)])
⊆ induction hypothesis
([(-true-)] ; [(-¬HH2O-)] ; [(-HH2O-)]) ∪ (X ; [(-¬HH2O-)] ; [(-HH2O-)])
⊆ X ⊆ [(-true-)]
[(-true-)] ; [(-¬HH2O-)] ; [(-HH2O-)].
This completes the main part of the proof. Note that the proof uses only condition 1
explicitly; the other conditions are used in proving the lemmas of the next section.
The following theorem corresponds to a single step in the proof above.
Theorem 3. For all I : [(-¬HH2O-)] ; [(-HH2O-)];
{I} ; [(-DH2O-)] ; [(-¿ 1-)] ; [(-DH2O-)]
⊆ {I} ; [(-DH2O-)] ; [(-¿ &− '− 1-)] ; [(-DH2O-)]:
Proof. Fig. 2 suggests that the separation of periods of dangerous water levels depends
on whether or not the water level is low in between: if it is low in between, then we
aim to show that the separation is at least &− '− 1. On the other hand, if the water
level is not low in between, then we aim to show that the separation cannot be 1
or more. These two cases are covered by Lemmas 4 and 5 in the next section, and
depend on the separation of periods of high methane levels (condition 13) to permit
the timely operation of the pump. Formally, let I : [(-¬HH2O-)] ; [(-HH2O-)]. Then,
{I} ; [(-DH2O-)] ; [(-¿1-)] ; [(-DH2O-)]
= By de1nition of ✷ and Law 12, [(-HH2O-)] ∪ [(-✸¬HH2O-)] = I
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{I} ; [(-DH2O-)] ; ([(-¿1-)] ∩ ([(-HH2O-)] ∪ [(-✸¬HH2O-)])) ; [(-DH2O-)]
⊆ Laws 9 and 3
({I} ; [(-DH2O-)] ; [(-¿1 ∧ HH2O-)] ; [(-DH2O-)])
∪({I} ; [(-DH2O-)] ; [(-✸¬HH2O-)] ; [(-DH2O-)])
⊆ Lemmas 4 and 5
{I} ; [(-DH2O-)] ; [(-¿&− '− 1-)] ; [(-DH2O-)].
3.5. Proof: lemmas
In this section, we prove the results necessary in the application of the induction
law in the previous section. The 1rst two lemmas correspond to the two cases in
Theorem 3, while Lemma 6 is a technical lemma used in their proof.
The 1rst lemma states that two times when the water level is dangerous cannot be
separated by a period of length one or more where the water level is high continually.
Lemma 4. For all I : [(-¬HH2O-)] ; [(-HH2O-)];
{I} ; [(-DH2O-)] ; [(-¿ 1 ∧ HH2O-)] ; [(-DH2O-)] = ∅:
Proof. First we sketch the proof informally. Assume that two times when the water
level is dangerous are separated by a period of length one or more where the water
level is high continually. Then, by Lemma 6, the methane level must have been high at
a time at most ' time units before the 1rst time when the water level was dangerous.
As a result, the pump must be switched on at most E + ' time units after the water
level 1rst became dangerous. There are two cases to consider: 1rst, the pump remains
on until the last time the water level is dangerous, which is ruled out because this
would mean that the pump has been on suAciently long for the water level to drop
below dangerous. In the second case, the pump is switched o/ before the last time the
water level is dangerous because of high methane levels, but has been on suAciently
long for the water level to drop below high. This is also a contradiction.
Formally, 1rst consider the special case where I : [(-¬HH2O-)] ; [(-¬DH2O ∧ HH2O-)].
Then there exist I1 : [(-¬HH2O-)] and I2 : [(-¬DH2O ∧ HH2O-)] such that {I}= {I1} ; {I2}
and
{I} ; [(-DH2O-)] ; [(-¿1 ∧ HH2O-)] ; [(-DH2O-)]
⊆ Lemma 6
{I1} ; ({I2} ∩ ([(-true-)] ; [(-HCH4-)] ; [(-¬HCH4 ∧ ¡'-)])) ;
[(-DH2O-)] ; [(-¿1 ∧ HH2O-)] ; [(-DH2O-)]
⊆ condition 3 and E + '¡ 1 (which follows from condition 12)
{I1} ; ({I2} ∩ ([(-true-)] ; [(-HCH4-)] ; [(-¬HCH4 ∧ ¡'-)])) ;
(([(-DH2O-)] ; [(-¿1 ∧ HH2O-)] ; [(-DH2O-)])
∩ ([(-HCH4 ∧ 6E-)] ; [(-¬HCH4-)] ; [(-true-)]))
⊆ conditions 4 and 12
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{I1} ; ({I2} ∩ ([(-true-)] ; [(-HCH4-)] ; [(-¬HCH4 ∧ ¡'-)])) ;
(([(-DH2O-)] ; [(-¿1 ∧ HH2O-)] ; [(-DH2O-)]) ∩ ([(-HCH4 ∧ 6E-)] ;
(([(-¬HCH4 ∧ ¿&− '-)] ; [(-true-)]) ∪ [(-¬HCH4 ∧ ¿'-)])))
⊆
{I1} ; {I2} ;
(([(-DH2O-)] ; [(-¿1 ∧ HH2O-)] ; [(-DH2O-)])
∩ ([(-6E-)] ; (([(-¬HCH4 ∧ ¿&− '-)] ; [(-true-)]) ∪ [(-¬HCH4 ∧ ¿'-)])))
⊆ condition 9 and Law 16
{I1} ; {I2} ;
(([(-DH2O-)] ; [(-¿1 ∧ HH2O-)] ; [(-DH2O-)])
∩ ([(-6E-)] ; [(-¡'-)] ; (([(-PumpOn ∧ ¿&− 2'-)] ; [(-true-)]) ∪ [(-PumpOn-)])))
⊆ condition 2
{I} ; (([(-DH2O-)] ; [(-¿1 ∧ HH2O-)] ; [(-DH2O-)]) ∩ ([(-¡E + '-)] ;
(([(-PumpOn ∧ ¿&− 2' ∧ H2O()6DangerH2O + (E + ') ·MaxIn6ow-)] ;
[(-true-)]) ∪ [(-PumpOn ∧ H2O()6DangerH2O + (E + ') ·MaxIn6ow-)])))
⊆ condition 11
{I} ; (([(-DH2O-)] ; [(-¿1 ∧ HH2O-)] ; [(-DH2O-)]) ∩ ([(-¡E + '-)] ;
(([(-PumpOn ∧ ¿&− 2' ∧ HighH2O6H2O(!)6DangerH2O
+(E + ') ·MaxIn6ow−MinOut6ow · -)] ; [(-true-)])
∪ [(-PumpOn ∧DangerH2O6H2O(!)6DangerH2O
+(E + ') ·MaxIn6ow−MinOut6ow · -)])))
⊆ solving inequalities for 
{I} ; ([(-¿1-)] ∩ ([(-¡E + '-)] ;
(([(-¿&− 2' ∧ 6DangerH2O−HighH2O+(E+')·MaxIn6owMinOut6ow -)] ; [(-true-)])
∪ [(-6 (E+')·MaxIn6owMinOut6ow -)])))
⊆
{I} ; ([(-¿1-)]∩
([(-✸(¿&− 2' ∧ 6DangerH2O−HighH2O+(E+')·MaxIn6owMinOut6ow )-)]
∪ [(-¡(E + ') · (1 + MaxIn6owMinOut6ow )-)]))
⊆ condition 12
{I} ; ([(-¿1-)] ∩ ([(-✸(¿&− 2' ∧ ¡1 + DangerH2O−HighH2OMinOut6ow )-)] ∪ [(-¡1-)]))
⊆ condition 13
{I} ; ([(-¿1-)] ∩ ([(-✸false-)] ∪ [(-¡1-)]))
=
∅.
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Now consider the general case where I : [(-¬HH2O-)] ; [(-HH2O-)]. From the continuity
of H2O, there exist I1 : [(-¬HH2O-)] ; [(-¬DH2O ∧HH2O-)] and I2 : [(-DH2O-)] ; [(-HH2O-)] such
that {I}= {I1} ; {I2} . So
{I} ; [(-DH2O-)] ; [(-¿1 ∧ HH2O-)] ; [(-DH2O-)]
=
{I1} ; {I2} ; [(-DH2O-)] ; [(-¿1 ∧ HH2O-)] ; [(-DH2O-)]
⊆
{I1} ; [(-DH2O-)] ; [(-¿1 ∧ HH2O-)] ; [(-DH2O-)]
= special case above and Law 8
∅.
The second lemma states that if the water level is low between two periods when the
water level is dangerous, then the two periods must be separated by at least &−'− 1
time units.
Lemma 5. For all I : [(-¬HH2O-)] ; [(-HH2O-)],
{I} ; [(-DH2O-)] ; [(-✸¬HH2O-)] ; [(-DH2O-)]
⊆ {I} ; [(-DH2O-)] ; [(-¿ &− '− 1-)] ; [(-DH2O-)]:
Proof. First we sketch the proof informally. By Lemma 6, both periods of dangerous
water levels must have been preceded (within ' time units) by periods of high methane.
By condition 13, these periods of high methane must be separated by at least & time
units. The resulting arithmetic leaves &−'−1 time units between periods of dangerous
water levels.
Formally, let I : [(-¬HH2O-)] ; [(-HH2O-)]. Then there exist I1 : [(-¬HH2O-)], I2 : [(-¬DH2O∧
HH2O-)] and I3 : [(-DH2O-)] ; [(-HH2O-)] such that {I}= {I1} ; {I2} ; {I3} and
{I} ; [(-DH2O-)] ; [(-✸¬HH2O-)] ; [(-DH2O-)]
⊆ de1nition of [(-✸¬HH2O-)] and continuity of H2O
{I} ; [(-DH2O-)] ; [(-true-)] ; [(-¬HH2O-)] ; [(-¬DH2O∧HH2O-)] ; [(-DH2O-)] ;
[(-HH2O-)] ; [(-DH2O-)]
⊆ Lemma 6
{I1} ; ({I2}∩ ([(-true-)] ; [(-HCH4-)] ; [(-¬HCH4 ∧ ¡'-)])) ; {I3} ;
[(-DH2O-)] ; [(-true-)] ; [(-¬HH2O-)] ; [(-¬DH2O∧HH2O-)] ; [(-DH2O-)] ;
[(-HH2O-)] ; [(-DH2O-)]
⊆ Lemma 6
{I1} ; ({I2}∩ ([(-true-)] ; [(-HCH4-)] ; [(-¬HCH4 ∧ ¡'-)])) ; {I3} ;
[(-DH2O-)] ; [(-true-)] ; [(-¬HH2O-)] ; ([(-¬DH2O∧HH2O-)]
∩ ([(-✸¬HCH4-)] ; [(-HCH4-)] ; [(-true-)])) ; [(-DH2O-)] ; [(-HH2O-)] ; [(-DH2O-)]
⊆ Lemma 4
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{I1} ; ({I2}∩ ([(-true-)] ; [(-HCH4-)] ; [(-¬HCH4 ∧ ¡'-)])) ; (({I3} ;
[(-DH2O-)])∩ [(-¡1-)]) ; [(-true-)] ; ([(-¬DH2O∧HH2O-)]
∩ ([(-✸¬HCH4-)] ; [(-HCH4-)] ; [(-true-)])) ; [(-DH2O-)] ; [(-HH2O-)] ; [(-DH2O-)]
⊆ condition 4
{I1} ; ({I2}∩ ([(-true-)] ; [(-HCH4-)] ; [(-¬HCH4 ∧ ¡'-)])) ; (({I3} ;
[(-DH2O-)])∩ [(-¡1-)]) ; [(-¿&− '− 1-)] ; ([(-¬DH2O∧HH2O-)]
∩ ([(-✸¬HCH4-)] ; [(-HCH4-)] ; [(-true-)])) ; [(-DH2O-)] ; [(-HH2O-)] ; [(-DH2O-)]
⊆
{I} ; [(-DH2O-)] ; [(-¿&− '− 1-)] ; [(-DH2O-)].
We prove these results using the following lemma, which states that if the water
reaches a dangerous level, the methane level must have been high within ' time units
previously.
Lemma 6. Let I : [(-¬HH2O-)] ; [(-¬DH2O∧HH2O-)]; I1 : [(-¬HH2O-)] and I2 : [(-¬DH2O∧
HH2O-)] such that {I}= {I1} ; {I2}. Then
{I} ; [(-DH2O-)]
⊆ {I1} ; ({I2} ∩ ([(--✸¬HCH4-)] ; [(-HCH4-)] ; [(-¬HCH4 ∧ ¡'-)])) ; [(-DH2O-)]:
Proof. All intervals can be characterised in the following way:
I
= Laws 17 and 9; 1nite variability follows from condition 4
([(-true-)] ; [(-HCH4-)])∪ ([(-true-)] ; [(-¬HCH4-)])
= Laws 17 and 9
([(-true-)] ; [(-HCH4-)])∪ ([(-true-)] ; [(-¬HCH4 ∧ ¿'-)])
∪ ([(-true-)] ; [(-¬HCH4 ∧ ¡'-)])
= Laws 17 and 9
([(-true-)] ; [(-HCH4-)])∪ ([(-true-)] ; [(-¬HCH4 ∧ ¿'-)])
∪ ([(-true-)] ; [(-HCH4-)] ; [(-¬HCH4 ∧ ¡'-)])∪ [(-¬HCH4 ∧ ¡'-)]
⊆
([(-true-)] ; [(-HCH4-)] ; [(-¬HCH4 ∧ ¡'-)])
∪ ([(-true-)] ; [(-¬HCH4 ∧ ¿'-)])∪ [(-¡'-)]
⊆ de1nition of ✷ and Law 12
([(-✸¬HCH4-)] ; [(-HCH4-)] ; [(-¬HCH4 ∧ ¡'-)])
∪ ([(-HCH4-)] ; [(-¬HCH4 ∧ ¡'-)])
∪ ([(-true-)] ; [(-¬HCH4 ∧ ¿'-)])∪ [(-¡'-)].
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The proof strategy is to apply Law 9 to {I1} ; ({I2}∩ I) ; [(-DH2O-)], with the above
characterisation of I, and show that the term corresponding to [(-✸¬HCH4-)] ; [(-HCH4-)] ;
[(-¬HCH4 ∧ ¡'-)] is the only one which is not empty.
If the methane level has been low and the water level has been high for suAciently
long, then the pump must have been switched on, with the result that the water level
is being reduced:
{I1} ; ({I2}∩ ([(-true-)] ; [(-¬HCH4 ∧ ¿'-)])) ; [(-DH2O-)]
⊆ condition 9
{I1} ; ({I2}∩ ([(-true-)] ; [(-PumpOn-)])) ; [(-DH2O-)]
⊆ condition 11
{I1} ; ({I2}∩ ([(-true-)] ; [(-PumpOn∧H2O(!)6H2O()¡DangerH2O-)])) ;
[(-DH2O∧H2O()¿DangerH2O-)]
= continuity of H2O and Law 8
∅.
The maximum rate of water inDow prevents the water level from rising from HighH2O
to DangerH2O in too short an interval:
{I1} ; ({I2}∩ (([(-HCH4-)] ; [(-¬HCH4 ∧ ¡'-)])∪ [(-¡'-)])) ; [(-DH2O-)]
⊆ condition 3
{I1} ; ({I2}∩ (([(-6E-)] ; [(-¡'-)])∪ [(-¡'-)])) ; [(-DH2O-)]
=
{I1} ; ({I2}∩ [(-¡E + '-)]) ; [(-DH2O-)]
⊆ continuity of H2O and condition 2
{I1} ; ({I2}∩ [(-¡E + '∧H2O()=HighH2O∧H2O(!)¡HighH2O
+MaxIn6ow · (E + ')-)]) ; [(-DH2O∧H2O()¿DangerH2O-)]
= condition 10; continuity of H2O
∅.
Applying the proof strategy mentioned previously to {I1} ; ({I2}∩ I) ; [(-DH2O-)] yields
the desired result.
4. Conclusion
We have presented the set-theoretic Timed Interval Calculus, and demonstrated its
use in speci1cation and reasoning about the mine pump case study. We have introduced
new concepts and transformation laws to this end. In particular, the induction law on
trace histories was the basis of the veri1cation of the safety property. This veri1cation
is diAcult, which raises the practical issue of whether or not one would attempt such
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a proof if faced with the budget and time constraints of industrial veri1cation. While
tool support would aid in the veri1cation, the particular challenge in this case study
was designing the proof strategy, a problem with which a tool does not help.
Many real-world computer systems will be at least as complex as the mine pump
case study, and this is a challenge which must be faced. We believe that the veri1cation
proof in the case study is intrinsically complex, given the di/erent timing combinations
of high water and methane levels which must be considered. For this reason, substantial
case studies such as the mine pump o/er valuable guidance to programmers who are
about to tackle similar challenges.
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Appendix A. Proof of Law 13
Let H (X ) be a formula containing X :PI∪{1}, but no occurrence of negation or
the complement of X . More precisely, de1ne formula H (X ) in terms of expressions
as follows. For arbitrary sets of intervals Sk , expressions E(X ), E1(X ) and E2(X ) are
de1ned by
E(X ) =̂X | Sk | E1(X ) ∪ E2(X ) | E1(X ) ∩ E2(X ) | E1(X ) ;E2(X )
and formulae H (X ), H1(X ) and H2(X ) are de1ned by
H (X ) =̂ E1(X ) ⊆ E2(X ) | ∀I ∈ X • H1(X ) | H1(X ) ∧ H2(X )
| H1(X ) ∨ H2(X ):
Note that E1(X )=E2(X ) is equivalent to E1(X )⊆E2(X )∧E2(X )⊆E1(X ). For predi-
cate P which is 1nite variable, de1ne
X0 =̂ 1
Xi+1 =̂ Xi ∪ (Xi ; [(-P-)]) ∪ (Xi ; [(-¬P-)]):
Thus, we have H (X0) and H (Xi)⇒H (Xi+1) for all i∈N, and so by induction ∀i∈N•
H (Xi). Since P is 1nitely variable, II=
⋃
i∈N Xi, so that H (II)=H (
⋃
i∈N Xi). Thus to
prove that H (II), it suAces to show that
(∀i ∈ N • H (Xi))⇒ H
( ⋃
i∈N
Xi
)
:
The following two lemmas are proven 1rst.
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Lemma 7. If E(X ) is an expression and i¡j; then E(Xi)⊆E(Xj).
Proof. The proof is by induction on the construction of E(X ). For the case where
E(X )=X , Xi⊆Xj by the de1nition of Xi and Xj. For E(X )= Sk , where X does not
occur in Sk , the result is trivial. For E(X )=E1(X )∪E2(X ),
E(Xi)
= de1nition of E(Xi)
E1(Xi)∪E2(Xi)
⊆ induction hypothesis
E1(Xj)∪E2(Xj)
= de1nition of E(Xj)
E(Xj).
The proof for E(X )=E1(X )∩E2(X ) is exactly the same, except that ∩ replaces ∪
in the proof. The proof for E(X )=E1(X ) ; E2(X ) is also the same, except that ;
replaces ∪, and the step which uses the induction hypothesis also requires the use
of Law 6.
Lemma 8. For any expression E(X ); E(
⋃
i∈N Xi)=
⋃
i∈N E(Xi).
Proof. The proof is by induction on the construction of E(X ). The cases where
E(X )=X and E(X )= Sk (X not occurring in Sk) are entirely trivial. For the case
where E(X )=E1(X )∪E2(X ),
E(
⋃
i∈N Xi)
= de1nition of E(
⋃
i∈N Xi)
E1(
⋃
i∈N Xi)∪E2(
⋃
i∈N Xi)
= induction hypothesis
(
⋃
i∈N E1(Xi))∪ (
⋃
i∈N E2(Xi))
= ⋃
i∈N(E1(Xi)∪E2(Xi))
= de1nition of E(Xi)⋃
i∈N E(Xi).
For the case where E(X )=E1(X )∩E2(X ),
E(
⋃
i∈N Xi)
= de1nition of E(
⋃
i∈N Xi)
E1(
⋃
i∈N Xi)∩E2(
⋃
i∈N Xi)
= induction hypothesis
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(
⋃
i∈N E1(Xi))∩ (
⋃
i∈N E2(Xi))
= ⋃
i∈N
⋃
j∈N(E1(Xi)∩E2(Xj))
= the ⊇ direction is trivial; for ⊆, use Lemma 7⋃
i∈N(E1(Xi)∩E2(Xi))
= de1nition of E(Xi)⋃
i∈N E(Xi).
The proof for E(X )=E1(X ) ;E2(X ) is the same as for E(X )=E1(X )∩E2(X ), except
that ; replaces ∪ . In addition, the third of the 1ve proof steps requires the generali-
sation of Law 9 to in1nite unions, and the fourth of the 1ve proof steps also requires
the use of Law 6.
The result which we wish to show, namely (∀i∈N•H (Xi))⇒H (
⋃
i∈N Xi), follows
from Theorem 9.
Theorem 9. For a formula H (X ) not containing negation or the complement of X;
(∀i∈N ∃j¿i •H (Xj))⇒ H (
⋃
i∈N Xi).
Proof. The proof is by induction on the construction of H (X ). For the case where
H (X )⇔E1(X )⊆E2(X ),
∀i∈N ∃j¿i • H (Xj)
⇔ de1nition of H (Xj)
∀i∈N ∃j¿i • E1(Xj)⊆E2(Xj)
⇒ Lemma 7
(
⋃
j∈N E1(Xj))⊆ (
⋃
j∈N E2(Xj))
⇔ Lemma 8
E1(
⋃
j∈N Xj)⊆E2(
⋃
j∈N Xj)
⇔ de1nition of H (⋃j∈N Xj)
H (
⋃
j∈N Xj).
For the case where H (X )⇔∀I ∈X • H1(X ),
∀i∈N ∃j¿i • H (Xj)
⇔ de1nition of H (Xj)
∀i∈N ∃j¿i ∀I ∈X • H1(Xj)
⇒
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∀I ∈X ∀i∈N ∃j¿i • H1(Xj)
⇒ induction hypothesis
∀I ∈X • H1(
⋃
i∈N Xi)
⇔ de1nition of H (⋃i∈N Xi)
H (
⋃
i∈N Xi).
For the case where H (X )⇔ (H1(X )∧H2(X )),
∀i∈N ∃j¿i • H (Xj)
⇔ de1nition of H (Xj)
∀i∈N ∃j¿i • (H1(Xj)∧H2(Xj))
⇒
(∀i∈N ∃j¿i • H1(Xj))∧ (∀i∈N ∃j¿i • H2(Xj))
⇒ induction hypothesis
H1(
⋃
i∈N Xi)∧H2(
⋃
i∈N Xi)
⇔ de1nition of H (⋃i∈N Xi)
H (
⋃
i∈N Xi).
For H (X )⇔ (H1(X )∨H2(X )), the proof is exactly the same as for H (X )⇔ (H1(X )∧
H2(X )), except that ∧ is replaced by ∨.
Appendix B. Proofs of new laws
Proof (Law 14). De1ne H ′(X ) =̂H ([(-!¡0-)] ;X ), and apply Law 13 to H ′(X ). The
base case follows immediately from H ′(1)⇔H ([(-!¡0-)]). For the step case,
H ′(X )
⇔ de1nition of H ′(X )
H ([(-!¡0-)] ;X )
⇒ induction step for H
H (([(-!¡0-)] ;X )∪ ([(-!¡0-)] ;X ; [(-P-)])∪ ([(-!¡0-)] ;X ; [(-¬P-)]))
⇔ Law 9
H ([(-!¡0-)] ; (X ∪ (X ; [(-P-)])∪ (X ; [(-¬P-)])))
⇔ de1nition of H ′
H ′(X ∪ (X ; [(-P-)])∪ (X ; [(-¬P-)])).
From Law 13, H ′(II). So H ([(-!¡0-)] ; II). Since [(-!¡0-)] ; II= [(-¡0-)], we have H ([(-
¡0-)]).
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Proof (Law 15). Suppose that there exists r :T such that for all I : [(-¡r-)], {I} ;
S ⊆{I} ;T . Let I ′ : S. Choose I : [(-¡r-)] such that {I} ; {I ′} = ∅. Since {I} ; {I ′}⊆
{I} ; S, {I} ; {I ′}⊆{I} ;T . Since {I} ; {I ′} = ∅, I ′ :T .
Proof (Law 16). Suppose , ! and  are not free in P, and let I : I. Then
I ∈ [(-P-)]∩ (S ;T )
⇔
I ∈ [(-P-)]∧∃J ∈ S ∃J ′ ∈T • {I} = {J} ; {J ′}
⇔ , ! and  are not free in P
∃J ∈ [(-P-)]∩ S ∃J ′ ∈ [(-P-)]∩T • {I} = {J} ; {J ′}
⇔
I ∈ ([(-P-)]∩ S) ; ([(-P-)]∩T ):
Proof (Law 17). First we show
[(-P ∨ Q-)] = ([(-P-)] ∪ [(-Q-)]);[(-P ∨ Q-)]:
For ⊇ in this equality,
([(-P-)]∪ [(-Q-)]) ; [(-P ∨ Q-)]
⊆ Laws 1 and 6
[(-P ∨ Q-)] ; [(-P ∨ Q-)]
⊆ Law 11
[(-P ∨ Q-)]:
For ⊆ in the equality, we use Law 13 with
H (X ) =̂X ∩ [(-P ∨ Q-)] ⊆ ([(-P-)] ∪ [(-Q-)]);[(-P ∨ Q-)]:
For the base case, clearly H (1) holds because 1 ∩ [(-P ∨ Q-)] = ∅. For the step case,
(X ∪ (X ; [(-P-)])∪ (X ; [(-¬P-)])) ∩ [(-P ∨ Q-)]
⊆ set theory
(X ∩ [(-P ∨ Q-)])∪ ((X ; [(-P-)]) ∩ [(-P ∨ Q-)])∪ ((X ; [(-¬P-)]) ∩ [(-P ∨ Q-)])
⊆ Laws 16, 3 and 1
(X ∩ [(-P ∨ Q-)])∪ ((X ∩ [(-P ∨ Q-)]) ; [(-P-)])∪ ((X ∩ [(-P ∨ Q-)]) ; [(-Q-)])
⊆ induction hypothesis and Law 6
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(([(-P-)]∪ [(-Q-)]) ; [(-P ∨ Q-)])∪ (([(-P-)]∪ [(-Q-)]) ; [(-P ∨ Q-)] ; [(-P-)])
∪ (([(-P-)]∪ [(-Q-)]) ; [(-P ∨ Q-)] ; [(-Q-)])
⊆ Laws 1 and 6
(([(-P-)]∪ [(-Q-)]) ; [(-P ∨ Q-)])∪ (([(-P-)]∪ [(-Q-)]) ; [(-P ∨ Q-)] ; [(-P ∨ Q-)])
⊆ Law 11
([(-P-)]∪ [(-Q-)]) ; [(-P ∨ Q-)]:
The proof that
[(-P ∨ Q-)] = [(-P ∨ Q-)];([(-P-)] ∪ [(-Q-)])
is very similar, but uses a variation of Law 13 with
H (X )⇒ H (X ∪ ([(-P-)];X ) ∪ ([(-¬P-)];X ))
as the proof obligation for the step case.
Proof (Law 18). The ⇐ direction follows from [(-6r-)]⊆ [(-true-)] and monotonicity
(Law 6).
For the ⇒ direction, let I ∈ [(-P ∧ ¿r-)]. Consider 1rst the case where sup I− inf I =
r. By hypothesis, I = I1 ∪ I2, where I1 ∈ [(-true-)] and I2 ∈ [(-Q-)], and where for all t1 ∈ I1
and all t2 ∈ I2, t1¡t2. Since sup I−inf I = r and I1⊆ I , sup I1−inf I16r. So I1 ∈ [(-6r-)]
and I ∈ [(-6r-)] ; [(-Q-)].
The case where sup I − inf I¿r remains to be considered. In this case, there exist
I1 ∈ [(- = r-)] and I2 ∈ [(-true-)] such that I = I1 ∪ I2 and for all t1 ∈ I1 and all t2 ∈ I2,
t1¡t2. Since I1 ∈ [(-6r-)], it suAces to show that I2 ∈ [(-Q-)]. Since , ! and  are not
free in Q, it suAces to show that for all t ∈ I2, Q(t). So choose any t ∈ I2, and let I3
be the pre1x of I2 with right closed endpoint t. Then
true
⇒
I ∈ [(-P ∧ ¿r-)]
⇒ I = I1 ∪ I2
I1 ∪ I2 ∈ [(-P ∧ ¿r-)]
⇒ I1 ∈ [(- = r-)]; I3 is a pre1x of I2; and , ! and  are not free in P
I1 ∪ I3 ∈ [(-P ∧ ¿r-)]
⇒ hypothesis
I1 ∪ I3 ∈ [(-true-)] ; [(-Q-)]
⇒ I3 has right closed endpoint t
Q(t).
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Appendix C. Proof of condition 9
[(-HH2O∧ ¬HCH4 ∧ ¿'-)]
⊆ de1nition of '
[(-¿'-)] ∩ [(-HH2O∧ ¿DelayH2O-)] ∩ [(-¬HCH4 ∧ ¿DelayCH4-)]
⊆ conditions 6, 7 and Law 18
[(-¿'-)] ∩ ([(-6DelayH2O-)] ; [(-H2OFlag-)]) ∩ ([(-6DelayCH4-)] ; [(-¬CH4Flag-)])
⊆ Law 10
[(-¿'-)] ∩ ([(-6max(DelayH2O;CH4Flag)-)] ; [(-H2OFlag∧ ¬CH4Flag-)])
⊆ de1nition of '
[(-6max(DelayH2O;CH4Flag)-)] ; [(-H2OFlag∧ ¬CH4Flag∧ ¿DelayPump-)]
⊆ condition 8 and Law 18
[(-6max(DelayH2O;CH4Flag)-)] ; [(-6DelayPump-)] ; [(-PumpOn-)]
⊆ de1nition of '
[(-6O-)] ; [(-PumpOn-)]:
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